
Expressionist Painters Art Encyclopedia - Expressionist Painters 1880-1950 German Expressionists Fauvists Members of Die Brucke Der Blaue Reiter and Ecole de Paris, Expressionism Movement Overview TheArtStory - Wassily Kandinsky A Member of the German Expressionist Group Der Blaue Reiter and Later a Teacher at the Bauhaus Kandinsky Is Best Known for His Pioneering Breakthrough Into Expressive Abstraction in 1913, Karl Schmidt Rottluff German Artist Britannica Com - Karl Schmidt Rottluff Karl Schmidt Rottluff German Painter and Printmaker Who Was Noted for His Expressionist Landscapes and Nudes in 1905. Karl Schmidt Rottluff Began to Study Architecture in Dresden Germany Where He and His Friend Erich Heckel Met Ernst Ludwig Kirchner and Fritz Bleyl Two Other Architecture Students, James Ensor Online ArtCyclopedia - James Ensor Belgian Expressionist Painter 1860-1949 Guide to Pictures of Works by James Ensor in Art Museum Sites and Image Archives Worldwide, Collections Milwaukee Art Museum - With a History Dating Back to 1888 The Milwaukee Art Museum S Collection Includes Nearly 25,000 Works from Antiquity to the Present Encompassing Painting Drawing Sculpture Decorative Arts Prints Video Art and Installations and Textiles The Museum S Collections of American Decorative Arts German Expressionist Paintings and Paintings Folk and Haitian Art and American Art After 1960, Die BRcke Movement Overview TheArtStory - Ernst Ludwig Kirchner Was One of the Driving Forces in the Die BRcke Group That Flourished in Dresden and Berlin Before WWI and One of the Most Talented and Influential of the Expressionists Fritz Bleyl Was a German Expressionist Artist and One of the Four Founders of Die Brucke He Designed, Georg Baselitz The Revival of German Expressionism - Ernst Ludwig Kirchner Was a German Expressionist Painter Printmaker and One of the Founders of the Die BRcke Group Defined as an Important Element for the Creation of Expressionism for His Work Human Figure Was a Central Element His Studio and His Involvement in the Bohemian Life Were Reflected in His Paintings as a Reaction Against the Dominance of Impressionism of the Period, Kathe Kollwitz Online ArtCyclopedia - Kathe Kollwitz German Expressionist Printmaker and Sculptor 1867-1945 Guide to Pictures of Works by Kathe Kollwitz in Art Museum Sites and Image Archives Worldwide, Hannah H CH German Artist Britannica Com - Hannah H CH Anna Therese Johanne H CH Born November 1 1889 Gotha Thuringia Germany Died May 31 1978 West Berlin West Germany Now Part Of Berlin Germany German Artist The Only Woman Associated With the Berlin Dada Group Known For Her Provocative Photomontage Compositions That Explore Weimar Era Perceptions of Gender and Ethnic Differences, What Is German Expressionism A Crash Course On the - German Expressionism We Ve All Heard of It and Though Only Some Would Even Try to Define It We All Like Old Potter Stewart Know It When We See It Or Do We The Movements Under the Umbrella of German Expressionism Bore Vivid and Influential Fruits in Architecture Painting Sculpture and, Johans Borman Fine Art Sal Masters - Gerard Sekoto 1913-1993 Is Undoubtedly One of the Pioneers of Modern South African Art He Wrote That Art Is a Human Virtue and I Have Given My Whole Self To It for It Promotes Understanding Amongst Races Rather Than Destroy It
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